Dirty Dinos
Spin the spinner and fill your bath tub with dirty dinosaurs in this fun
colour and counting game. The player with the most bubbles wins!

• 4 bath playing boards • 25 dinosaur cards • 1 double spinner board
• 2 two-part spinners (separate plastic arrows from the bases and attach to spinner board)
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Setting up the game
Each
player
takes a
bath
board.
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To play

The youngest
player starts by
spinning both
spinners.
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Spread all the dinosaur cards
dirty side up on the table.

Assemble
the double
spinner and
put it where
everyone
can reach it.
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Find the matching dinosaur

Pick up the dinosaur on the table
which matches both the colour and
the type shown on the spinners, e.g.
If the spinner shows blue and a
T-Rex, you are looking for a blue
T-Rex. Turn your dinosaur over (to
give it a wash!) and put it on your
bath board, bubble side up. Play
passes to the next player.
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If the dinosaur you
need is on someone
else’s board

If the dinosaur you are looking for
is in someone else’s bath, it jumps
out of their bath and into yours!
N.B: younger players can play a
game where they don’t lose a
dinosaur and play simply moves
on if this happens.
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When your bath is full

When your bath is full, you can no longer
spin the spinners on your turn, but your
dinosaurs might still jump out of your bath
and into someone else’s! If this happens,
spin the spinners again on your next turn to
add more dinosaurs to your bath.

The winner

When everyone has a bath full
of dinosaurs, count up the
bubbles. The winner is the
player with the most.

The game continues until all players have
a bath full of dinosaurs.

For a longer game

Play as above but each player can only collect one of each dinosaur type or one of each dinosaur colour.

Fill Your Bath First
Set up the game as above.
The youngest player begins by
spinning both spinners.

All the players look to see
if they can see the
dinosaur on the table
which matches both the
colour and the type of
dinosaur shown on the
spinners.

The first player to spot the matching
dinosaur quickly puts their hand on top of
the card. They then turn it over and put
the dinosaur, bubble side up, on their bath
board. Play passes to the player next to
the one who last spun. (If the matching
dinosaur is already on someone else’s board,
nobody picks up a card and play passes on).

The winner is the first
player to fill their bath
with dinosaurs.

Dino Hunt!
Why not hide the
dinosaur cards around
the room and play this
game as a dinosaur
hunt?

